
Here are some great new titles  in the Junior Library for Years 5&6 to read.
You may browse the full library catalogue via the Infiniti link:

David Baddiel’s adventures  of sci-fi and adventure are very funny.

Other popular satirical writers include: Stuart Gibbs, Carl Hiassen, Pamela
Butchart and Jo Simmons.

Tom Fletcher’s latest series is spooky and eerie - for readers who like a chill in
the tale.

For fans of spooky adventure, also try JK Rowling, Samuel J Halpin, SA Patrick
and James Riley.

A great new series of portal adventure and magical mystery.

For fans of magical fantasy, you may try Cressida Cowell and Jessica Townend.

Blackberry Blue is a fresh new collection of fairytales for the 21st Century.

For fans of classic fairytales by the brothers Grimm or Hans Christian
Anderson; or Land of Stories Series  by Chris Colfer.

https://tts.concordinfiniti.com/library/public/portal


Enter the world of murder mystery is this thrilling triology by M G Leonard
and Sam Sedgman.

For fans of the Murder Most Unladylike series  by Robin Stevens.

Jo Simmon’s novels cover the dynamics of sibling rivalry in a hilarious way.

This title is similar to Judy Blume’s and Megan Macdonald’s childhood  stories
of sibling rivalry. Also for fans of madcap humour by Dav Pilkey, Jeff Kinney
and Sam Copeland.

The third book in the magical mystery trilogy by PG Bell.

A new take on The Magic Faraway Tree by Enid Blyton.

Hunger Games meets Harry Potter in the Unwanteds Series by Lisa McMann.

Recommended for fans of dystopian fiction. Other writers of this genre
include: Lois Lowry, William Sutcliffe and Shannon Messenger.

Catherine Doyle’s latest book is an action-packed fantasy adventure.

Recommended if you like thrilling reads by Abi Elphinstone; Catherine Fisher
or Katherine Rundell.



Elle McNichol presents the story of a young person who starts a school campaign.

For fans of realistic fiction similar to books by Lisa Thompson, Lynda Mullaly Hunt
or  Ann M Martin.  These authors highlight the positives and challenges  that heroes
living with disabilities face.

A compelling historical fiction from Veera Viranandani chronicling the tragic
upheaval of the lives of children during the partition of India in 1947.

Fans of historical fiction, could also try books by Kimberley Brubaker Bradley
and  Tom Palmer.

For devotees of other-worldly fiction, Orphans of the Tide by Struan Murray is a real
plot twister.

If you like Philip Pullman’s, Vashti Hardy’s and Thomas Taylor’s thrillers...you may
enjoy Struan Murray’s books.

Welford writes intelligent and interesting sci-fi stories with friendship at its core.

For fans of Kirsty Applebaum and Stewart Forster.



Kelly Yang’s Front Desk tackles the theme of loyalty, Mia struggles under the
burden of keeping all her family’s secrets.

For fans of social reality and books that offer insight into people’s lives  by authors
such as Jerry Craft and Stacey McNulty.

Nizrana Farook’s joyous and scenic adventure of friendship and morality.

Perfect for fans of Jasbinder Bilan, Gillian Lewis and Sophie Anderson’s rich
mythological adventure stories.

The friends are on a journey, by turns this is heart-warming, hilarious and
sometimes sad.

For similar reads of life-like adventures, try David Solomans and Frank Cotterill
Boyce.

We have over  20,000 titles in our Junior Library but if you would like
access to even more, this website is a great place to find the most recently

published books of the  9+  Age Category and Award Winning Books:
lovereading4kids

https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/

